
The Stone Age 



This week the focus for learning is about Stone Age food: 

 Suggested activities for this week: 

• Read the presentation ’The Stone Age - What did they Eat?’ to 

learn about stone age food. 

• Explore own garden – what can you smell, what ‘food’ is  

            growing, vegetables, herbs 

• Exploring seeds 

• Make bread 

• Listening and playing along to Stone Age style music  

• Make and play ‘Magnetic Fish’ game 

• Watch ‘Ice Age’ the movie for fun 

Resources for this week:  

Sensory; sunflower, pumpkin, (bird seed), cress, bean seeds, drum, 

plastic cups, soil, stones, fruit, honey 

Mammoth&Fish outlines; glue, furry fabric, feathers, silver paper 

shapes (paper clips, chopsticks/ sticks, string, fish shapes, magnets),  

Bread; Self raising flour, butter. 





Hunter-gatherers

Also, from rivers and the sea they would hunt 

seals, seabirds and fish.

The first humans were called hunter-

gatherers.

They had to find fruit and vegetables and hunt 

animals, birds and fish. 

They would hunt whatever animals they could 

find.

In Britain during the Stone Age this could 

have been horses, deer, mammoth, hares, 

rhino and hyena. 



Weapons

These could be made from bone, ivory, 

wood, antlers, stone or flint.

The hunters used different weapons.

The first early humans used stone axes, 

rocks and wooden spears that were 

hardened at the tips with fire. 

Later, spears were developed that had 

sharp bone or flint tips. 



The Hunt
To catch animals that were larger and quicker than them, hunters had to be 

clever.  

.



Gathering
• People in the stone age ate lots of natural foods like seeds, berries, 

nuts and roots and knew which plants were safe to eat.

• They would gather eggs as well as insects, snails and caterpillars.

• Herbs were used to flavour food as they are today.

HazelnutsSunflower seeds Nettle leaves
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Gathering
Around 4000 BC people in Britain started growing their own crops such 

as barley and wheat. 

This was possible because the climate had changed and there was more 

rain. They also kept sheep and goats. 

Tools

Early cave paintings show animals being used to pull 

ploughs to turn over the earth ready for planting.  

Axes and sickles were made from flint to clear ground and 

harvest crops.  

Grain was put on the flat surface of the quern and a stone 

called a ‘rubber’ was used to grind the grain into flour.



Stewed Fruit
Early humans would cook fruit to preserve it.  

Why don’t you try cooking up some fruits and nuts?  

Hazelnuts with any kind of berries would work.  

Stir them together, add honey and slowly bring to the boil.  

Simmer for 20 minutes then leave to cool.
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Stone age people would collect seeds and eat them. 

Sometimes they planted them. 

Sometimes they made them into bread. 

 

Sensory: listen to the sound, pour the seeds into a drum and roll them round. 

Using two cups, pour the seeds from cup to cup. 

Pour the seeds over your child’s hands/ feet, bury hands feet in seeds. 

Grind or squash the seeds between two stones. Feel the heavy stones in your hand, listen to 

the sound of grinding, feel flour. 

 

Planting seeds – plant cress or bean seed in compost or cotton wool. 

Sensory; Exploring Seeds... 



 
INGREDIENTS 
450g (3 cups) self-raising flour 

Pinch of salt 

80g butter, chilled, cubed  

185ml (3/4 cup) water 

 

 

METHOD 

 

       

Preheat oven to 200°C. Line a baking tray with non-stick baking paper. Combine the flour and salt in a large bowl. Use your fingertips to rub  

the butter into the flour until the mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs. 

 

Add the water to the flour mixture and use a round-bladed knife in a cutting motion to mix until the mixture just comes together,  

adding 1-2 tablespoons extra water if the mixture is a little dry. Use your hands to bring the mixture together. 

 

Turn the dough onto a lightly floured surface and knead gently for 1-2 minutes or until smooth. Shape into an 18cm disc and place on tray. Use a sharp 

knife that has been dipped in flour to mark 8 wedges on top. Dust the damper with a little extra flour and bake in preheated oven for 30 minutes or 

until the damper is cooked through and sounds hollow when tapped on the base. Transfer to a wire rack for 5 minutes to cool slightly. Serve warm or 

at room temperature. 

DAMPER BREAD RECIPE 



Music and  Drama 

Listen to the music, pretending to be a stone age cave men and go hunting. This 
activity could be done inside or out in the garden 
 
Resources: Drums, face paints, toy animals to ‘hunt’ 
 
Listen to stone age style music to get in the mood. 
Play along, paint your child’s face like a hunter 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6U2eiaqVRQ 
 
Hunter - gatherer music: creep around, try to hide, look for animals. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pgBg93eQWEA&list=RDI6U2eiaqVRQ&index=2  
 
Wooly mammoth theme – move slowly and heavily like a mammoth  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=txrl1HlLRwU&list=RDI6U2eiaqVRQ&index=6  
 
Sabre tooth tiger theme – move a round quickly and stealthily like a tiger  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=I89JuVuhi1k&list=RDI6U2eiaqVRQ&index=8  
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Watch the video and make the game. 

        https://www.kidspot.com.au/things-to-do/activity-articles/make-a-magnetic-fishing-game/news-story/c71506b6c98abf24fbddbdf77ac701c2 

Play magnetic fish catching game -listening, looking, counting 

 

Make a Magnetic Fish Game 

https://www.kidspot.com.au/things-to-do/activity-articles/make-a-magnetic-fishing-game/news-story/c71506b6c98abf24fbddbdf77ac701c2
https://www.kidspot.com.au/things-to-do/activity-articles/make-a-magnetic-fishing-game/news-story/c71506b6c98abf24fbddbdf77ac701c2


Fish Collage with shiny paper 



Woolly 

Mammoth 



Wooly mammoth to Collage 
 

 

Print the Woolly  

Mammoth and  

collage using fur 


